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EJ Storms The Ports
Of Asia Pacific

Sea ports and airports in the Asia Pacific are now able to  
avail themselves of world’s best technology when it comes  
to access covers and grates specifically designed and 
manufactured for such busy, heavy traffic border gates.

Typically, airports are strongly favouring the latest Hinged 
Hatches from EJ because of their long, hard wearing 
construction and innovative safety and security features. 
These are ductile iron in both cover and frame and are Class G 
standard. In two cases – Amberley Airbase in Queensland and 
Williamtown in New South Wales – security is a strong focus 
so the Hinged Hatches from EJ are the perfect answer with 
their totally lockable feature.

In stormwater trenches and grates, the solution must also  
be able to withstand ultra heavy loads and wherever aircraft 
movement occurs, Class G grates in ductile iron are once 
again the number one preference. Again, security is taken 
care of as they’re fully bolt-down lockable.

Seaports infrastructure is no less demanding of extra-heavy-
duty traffic, with daily movement of container straddle carriers 
and gantry cranes, 12 months a year. Hence Port of Brisbane 
has installed kilometres of TG30G trench grate and frame. 

Lyttleton Port of Christchurch in New Zealand actually utilises 
the custom-manufacturing services of EJ where ERMATIC™ 
covers and frames have taken up residence. An epoxy coating 
was applied to the iron components to ensure best 
performance in the sea port environment.

All of these case study stories - and more - are available from 
EJ headquarters as PDFs. They also cover Port Botany in 
Sydney, Australia, Port of Townsville in North Queensland, 
Auckland and Wellington International Airports as well as 
Christchurch International Airport.

It’s no coincidence that all of these ports – air and sea – are 
turning to EJ for cast-iron investments in their infrastructure. 
To find out more, contact your nearest branch of EJ or call  
07 3216 5000.

Case studies prove the EJ dedication to best performance access covers and grates pays off.

You will need ear-muffs at RAAF Amberley 
when the circuits of FA-18 Hornets, F-35 Lightning IIs, and C-17 Globemasters roll through on their touch-and-go exercises. But 

discard the muffs to hear this. Amberley is upgrading its runways and taxiways to handle heavier aircraft; new hangars, maintenance and new simulator facilities; new heavy airlift precinct, new Air Traffic Control tower and fire station; multi-level carparks and staff facilities. As well as this, the 17th Construction Squadron and No.35 
Squadron C-17 and soon, C-27J Spartan Battlefield airlifters are relocating here. It’s a 
major makeover. And EJ has been in the thick of it.

The Solution
Airports traditionally have very specific structural requirements, especially when it comes to access covers and grates. These items mostly need to be of the extra-heavy 

Class G standard. For example, at Amberley 
Air Base, hatch covers installed are ductile iron both cover and frame. They feature totally lockable, lift assist covers that open to 

a resting 105° position or can be completely 
removed. The patented 4L quick drainage, anti-slip patterned covers complete the ultimate safety solution. 

Drainage grates also need to rate as Class G, 
heavy duty standard, capable of supporting 
massive trundling transport and fighter 

aircraft. Amberley is equipped with the French made Aquera Range of 400kN modular triangular gratings from EJ. The frame is made from robust galvanized mild steel for ease of installation and are maintenance free. The bolt- down gratings themselves are manufactured in almost indestructible ductile iron. They offer a generous clear opening of 1854mmx1736mm. 

Also throughout the tarmacs and taxiways at 
Amberley, EJ features in kilometres of ductile 
iron cast TG30G trench grates with a 900kN 
design load. In this instance, Amberley’s specifications were for transverse pattern but 
longitudinal gratings are also available.

RAAF Base, Amberley, Brisbane, Queensland.

Client
Royal Australian Air Force

Location
Amberley Base, Queensland, Australia
Products
8198 Assembly Hinged HatchesDuctile Iron Frame (70-50-05)Ductile Iron Cover (70-50-05)  F900kN - Certification – ASTM A5361270 x 1270mm clear openingTG30G-C Class G Ductile Iron Transverse Trench Grate and FrameDuctile Iron Castings Grade 600/3(AS 1831:2007)

F900 – Conforms – AS3996300 mm clear openingAquera Range Modular GratingsFC4G185173VCHC 400KNCode 6178-0002
Mild Steel Frame S 235 JRG-NF EN F400 – Conforms –FC4G EN1241736 x 1854 mm clear opening

Other Grates & Covers135 meters of Class G trench grate  and frame (TG30G)128 meters of Class D trench grate  and frame (LG30Dim)900 x 12,160mm Class D cast trench  grate and frame
42 x A77D Class D access covers  and frames

"For airports and 
ports, EJ holds one of the world’s most extensive inventories of specialised access covers and grates."

Simon BottomleyGeneral Manager, EJ Asia-Pacific 

Case Study
Amberley RAAF Base

EJ Access Grates and CoversA Runway Success

Lyttleton is New Zealand South Island’s 
largest ocean gateway for the goods that 
keep the region flourishing. Being such a 
significant facility makes it a busy one with 
heavy duty container cranes talking their toll 
on the infrastructure. The wisdom of 
engineers that service and maintain the 
port’s integrity is evident in their choice  
of Asia Pacific’s most reliable and most 
reputable brand of access covers and  
grates – EJ.

The Engineers’ Brief
Opus International Consultants New Zealand, 
working with contractors on the upgrade to 
the port were briefed to seek out a specific 
type of access cover. Their extensive global 
network discovered the innovative ERMATIC 
covers and frames by EJ at a trade show in 
Europe. They were particularly attracted by 
the hinged access with its lift-assist 
functions and initiated dialogue with the  
EJ team in Australia.

Sizes, specifications and load tests resolved, 
the ERMATICS were then manufactured in 
the EJ Picardie Foundry in France and 
delivered direct to the site. In this order, an 
epoxy coating was applied to the ductile iron 
components to ensure best performance in 
the demanding sea port environment. 

This project very much demanded a Class G 
(900kN – AS3996) solution when you 
consider the heavy machinery in use at such 
a facility. But ease of access for maintenance 
teams was a vital ingredient of the brief. 

Additional to the access cover brief was the 
requirement for Class G (900kN – AS3996) 
trench grates and frames. But these were 
very specific to this site and the spec 
required a custom-made solution to be cast 
as Tee frame rather than the off-the-shelf 
cellular frame solution. So the 300mm wide 
clear opening ductile iron grates and frames 
were also delivered direct to site.

Lyttleton Port of Christchurch, New Zealand.

Client
Lyttleton Port of Christchurch

Location
Christchurch, New Zealand

Products
ERMATIC Hinged Hatches
Ductile Iron Frame 
Ductile Iron Cover  
G900 - Certification – AS3996

"At a trade show in 
Europe, we discovered 
the incredible ERMATIC 
covers and frames by 
EJ made at Picardie in 
France. The hunt for the 
right solution was over."
Opus International Consultants
New Zealand

Case Study
Lyttleton Port

Heavy Duty Customised
Covers & Grates Drop Anchor

Request a copy of the  
Airports & Ports Catalogue.

Airport and Port
Infrastructure Access 
Solutions

One of the Asia Pacific regions most active 

sea port container distribution facilities is Port 

of Brisbane. The bustling movement of 

massive container straddle carriers and 

gantry cranes is reason enough to ensure  

the long term viability of access covers  

and grates that are integral to the  

port’s infrastructure.

Located at the mouth of the Brisbane River, 

the Port itself is built on land reclaimed from 

adjoining Moreton Bay.  EJ has been a 

preferred supplier of these products for the 

past 20 years. In fact, 15 years ago, EJ 

supplied 5kms of TG30G trench grate and 

frame for the then newly established Patricks 

Wharf complex.

The Solution
The frames and grates were specified by 

Maunsell engineers and delivered to Auspits 

for encasement in their precast concrete 

trenches. The benefit of this process is 

you’re ensured of a quality factory finish  

and quick and easy installation. The 

successful installation for the Port of 

Brisbane project resulted in Port of Botany 

(Sydney) and Port of Melbourne employing 

the same techniques. 

With the ongoing success of these 

installations, five years on, EJ was again 

specified for a further 4kms of TG30G.  

 
 

In this instance, York Civil cast then product 

in-situ both onto the wharf and the container 

handling areas.

EJ Dedicated Ports Team 

for Asia Pacific Region

Our dedicated Ports Team is available 

throughout the Asia Pacific region to assist 

port authorities, consultants and contractors 

during the specification, construction and 

operation phases. EJ is proud of its 135 

Years of experience and expertise across the 

ever-growing Airports & Ports sector. EJ 

offers an extensive range of globally 

manufactured product that guarantees the 

highest quality to meet the demands of port 

and airport construction projects.

Port of Brisbane, Queensland.

Client
Port of Brisbane

Location
Fishermans Island, Lytton,  

Brisbane, Queensland, Australia

Products
TG30G trench grate and frame

G44G sump grate and frame

G66G sump grate and frame

G99G sump grate and frame

A66G access cover and frame

A99G access cover and frame

Various sized Class G Multiparts

"The extent of our range 

of product for ports 

and airports is what 

you’d expect of a global 

company like EJ."

John Gilbert
Sales Manager Airports & Ports, EJ Asia-Pacific

Case Study
Port of Brisbane

Cast Iron Clad Investment
In EJ Access Covers & Grates

Request a copy of the  

Airports & Ports Catalogue.

Airport and Port
Infrastructure Access 

Solutions

Busy airports that play host to both military 

and civilian air traffic really take a pounding 

and it’s the infrastructure that must be 

capable of taking the brunt of the 

punishment. Williamtown is one such airport. 

It’s also the country’s main fighter pilot 

training base. Right now, the airport is 

undergoing a $1.5b upgrade to 

accommodate a new 56 strong F-35 Joint 

Strike Fighter force, reinforcing the 

capabilities of the existing FA-18 Hornets 

squadron. Upgrades to runways and 

taxiways for heavier aircraft, and lengthening 

runways for quieter take-offs (a boon for 

urban neighbours), are also scheduled. And 

then there’s new hangars, maintenance and 

simulator training facilities to be installed. 

With EJ being Asia-Pacific’s most reliable 

and trusted supplier of access covers and 

grates, specifying the most efficient product 

for this upgrade has been a no-brainer.

The Solution

Class G equipment is what has been called 

for here. It began with the specification of 

177 metres of ductile cast iron trench grate 

and frames (TG30G). If heavy rain water 

needs quick draining, the TG30G is the 

answer where heavy duty traffic is a 

constant. In access covers, the story’s the 

same. Class G all the way with concrete infill 

covers in several sizes and paver infills in two 

sizes. Plus, three sizes in Class G multi-part 

covers and frames for service pits.

EJ Dedicated Ports Team 

for Asia Pacific Region

Our dedicated Ports Team is available 

throughout the Asia Pacific region to assist 

port authorities, consultants and contractors 

during the specification, construction and 

operation phases. EJ is proud of its 135 

Years of experience and expertise across the 

ever-growing Airports & Ports sector. EJ 

offers an extensive range of globally 

manufactured product that guarantees the 

highest quality to meet the demands of port 

RAAF Base, Williamtown, New South Wales.

Client

Royal Australian Air Force

Location

Williamtown Base,  

New South Wales, Australia

Products

TG30G Class G Trench Grate & Frame

A99G Concrete Infill Covers & Frames 

A96G Concrete Infill Covers & Frames

A66G Concrete Infill Covers & Frames

A612G Paver Infill Covers & Frames

A912G Paver Infill Covers & Frames

MG1640.1590 Multi-Part Covers and Frames 

for Service PIts

MG2080.1830 Multi-Part Covers and Frames 

for Service PIts

MG2820.2220 Multi-Part Covers and 

Frames for Service PIts

"Williamtown Air 

Base handles both 

commercial and defence 

aircraft movements and 

has very specific load 

requirements for access 

covers and grates, 

hence the big guns - EJ."

Simon Bottomley

General Manager, EJ Asia-Pacific

Case Study

Williamtown RAAF Base

Lift-off for the Class G

Upgrade by EJ

Request a copy of the  

Airports & Ports Catalogue.

Airport and Port

Infrastructure Access 

Solutions


